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Dear Mr. Livingstone,

My name is Kim Downs. For the past 11 years my wife and I have $pd on a

rural residential zoned block in Greenbank - recently amalgamated into the
Logan Council. Our property is 9.3 acres of remnant sclerophyll forest, teeming
with wildlife and adjacent to the seasonal Crewes Creek which empties into the
Oxley. I recently came across some quotes of yours remarking on the Logan City

Council's ongoing effort to deal with intensive farm production in our area.

Specifically you said: "Clearly the council has felt compelled to act despite the
fact that claims of these adverse impacts, notably spray drift, have not been

able to be substantiated by Logan Counqil's compliance officers." While

technically correct, this statement says more about the Logan Council's

arbitrary and token efforts to respond to legitimate complaints from affected

neighbours than it does the true nature of these local disputes.

I

Currently there is a looming battle on Hprvest Rd. over a new development
application to enlarge an already existing farm. This already existing farm was

created around 2a02 under the Beaude$ert Council oversight and by any
number of measures was totally inapprgpriate for the area and caused much
anger and disappointment on the part of the entire street once they became
aware of what they were in for. First, the clear felling of acres of remnant forest
including 150 year old habitat trees. Then, the scalping and flattening off of the
entire block. Then metal and plastic ugly igloos sprang up in complete disregard
of their own development application rryith respect to buffer zones and
necessary reticulation control and so on. This farm has always been run by
cowboys ignoring best practice procedures and with complete indifference to
affected neighbours.

Even a moderate rainfall event causes rivers to flow off this block across

neighbour's blocks and straight into Crewes Creek. I have watched this happen
time and time again over the past 9 years. Moreover, the owner directly
adjacent to this block and "downhill" from them has watched his own block
become polluted with a boggy toxic slu{ge seeping out of the ground. ln
addition, his house is barely 15 metres (with no vegetation buffer) from the
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closest igloos which is flagrantly in violsson of the "separating Agricultural and

Residential Land Uses" Planning Guidelines as endorsed by the Queensland

state Government. without boring you with countress other cietairs, suffice to

say that any fair-minded person inspecting the situation of these gardens at 53-

61 Harvest Rd. and their proximity to nqmerous residences (not to mention the

creek) would walk away shaking their heads and fearing for the health of

numerous neighbours'

you may be wondering why I am pointiqg all of this out to you in light of the

fact that your organisation is advocating for horticulturists' on the home page

of your website under the heading "The Business we're ln" I quote: 'we are

widely considered the voice of horticultpre and we engender widespread

supportforthehorticulturalindustryinallcommunitysectors.Weembrace
and promote innovative, responsible, farming and business practices'' To me'

those statements imply that your organisation is concerned not only with

helpingfarmersbutensuringthatthergputationandpracticesthat
characterizes them do not tarnish the rgputation of horticulturists generally

and do not impact adversely on the wider "community sectors"' I can

absolutely guarantee you that the intenge farming activities that have sprung

up in this rural residential region over the past ten years have been nothing but

divisive and under closer scrutiny have proved to be characterized by shocking

indifference, flouting of good farming practice, and a stubborn unwillingness to

engage in a civil discussion with people they adversely affect'

ln the weeks to come, the farms in question on Harvest Rd' will find themselves

the target of a determined and sophistigated grassroots backlash that will

entail scientific testing and minute scrutinizing of their latest Development

Application. Being privy to the nuts and bolts of this campaign' I can guarantee

you that Logan council will be forced to knock back this DA and will then be

confronted by a determined local mob intent on rolling back some of these

farms - particularly the worst offenders' lt will not be quick and it will not be

pretty. This will have a wide impact on qll the other farms in Logan council' Up

to this point Logan council has been its pwn worst enemy because it has

a
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refused to endorse the Planning Guidelines mentioned before (unlike Redcliffe

Council which recently adopted them wholeheartedly) and opted instead for a
watered-down general policy of their oWo, bereft of specifics, and currently, I

believe, under redrafting for the third tipe.

lf it is true that you are actually concerned with these issues as described in

section D of your constitution, to wit: "To promote horticulture and the

adoption of approved methods of producing and marketing horticulture" then
the very least you could do would be to lobby Logan Council strongly to adopt

the Planning Guidelines so there are at least some agreed upon regulations to
which future disputes can be referred. The current situation is harmful to both

farmers and concerned residents. Further; if you were really concerned, you

might consider sending out your own representatives to have a look at the
operations l've described so that you copld at least help educate the farmers

involved about their responsibilities befqre they tarnish the whole industry -for
which you purport to care - with their bod behaviour. I hope that this has not
been a waste of my time. I look forward to your comments.

Respectfglly yours,

Kim Downs
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growcorn
together we grow

11 March 2011

Mr Kim Downs
46 Harvest Road
GREENBANK QLD 4124

Dear Mr Downs,

Re: 51-63 Harvest Road Greenbank

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the development application for 51-63 Harvest
Road Greenbank.

While the applicants are not members of Growcom, as the peak body for horticulture in
Queensland we have examined the application and the extensive Environmental
Management Plan as provided by Logan City Council and find them to be satisfactory.
We have also made enquiries of other growers in the area and found that the applicants
are considered to be responsible operators,

Commercial horticulture is a legitimate activity on land zoned as Rural Residential. Land
zoned as such was never designed to be merely a residential estate with larger block
sizes and stands of native forest. The soils most suited to horticulture growing generally
occur close to coastal areas, and horticulture cannot simply be relocated furthei west as
can many other commodities.

Other factors supporting the case for production horticulture to be undertaken in
peri-urban localities include:

. access to infrastructure - especially water and transport

. access to labour

' readY access to markets, ensuring the freshest possible product for consumers

We accept and strongly support regulations placed on peri-urban farming activity by the
Council, State and Commonwealth authorities. We believe that the applicants are
complying with all such regulations, and are confident that Logan City Council or the
relevant State or Commonwealth authorities will take action if they are at any time proven
not to be complying.

We expect growers to fully comply with regulations set down by the Australian pesticides
and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) and corresponding state and local
regulators where chemical use is concerned, and with all environmental laws concerning
run-off and other matters you raise in your letter. lf unbiased scientific examination
demonstrates that any of these laws or regulations are being breached, Growcom would
fully support whatever remedies and penalties are imposed by the regulators.
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Head Office: 68 Anderson Street Fortitude Valley QLD 4006 PO Box 202 Fortjtude Valley eLD 4006
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Equally we expect that if growers are acting within the law, those who disagree with thelaws would take up such concerns with thJappropri"i" poiiti.al representatives andlawmakers, rather than targeting growers themselves.

we are unable to comment on allegations of what occurred in Harvest Road in 2002,since we were not aware of it at trJ time. However, *" 
""p""t 

that growers will at alltimes comply with the law and would not support activities'such as the illegal clearing oftrees' we work closely with the state government on vegetation management codes andother environmental legislation and eisure through our publications and other activitiesthat our members are aware of their responsibilities. As'mentioned, the applicants are notmembers of Growcom and therefore may not receive our publications. But this does notin any way exempt them from complying with the law ano we will never support illegalactivity.

It is disappointing that you feel the need to attack farmers in an area that has a longhistory of primary production, supplying high quality rooolo the Australian population. lna time of.increasing insecurity of rooo Juppties, it is important to recognise thecontribution locar producers make to the nationar interest.

Thank you again for bringing your concerns to the notice of our Board and staff.

Alex Livingstone
Chief Executive Officer
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Dear Mr. Livingstone,

Thank you for answering my letter and taking the time to investigate the details surrounding

the new DA s with respect to 51"-63 Harvest Rd. I guess the best way to proceed is to
respond to the points you have made one by one. I am glad that you have examined the
"extensive Environmental Management Plan" as provided by Logan Council and have also

"made enquiries of other growers in the area and found that the applicants are considered

to be responsible operators". l'll take you at your word that you have done this though I

would be interested to know who these "other growers" are and what they had to say.

Suffice to say that I too have examined the relevant "Environmental Management Plan" and

unlike you, are not impressed with it. Our grassroots group has drawn up an extensive reply

to this report detailing the inadequacies which we will submit as evidence to council once

their latest development application has been officially re-submitted.

Yes, commercial horticulture has been allowed to spring up in areas zoned Rural Residential,

though I would like to know your source for the concept that such land "was never designed

to be merely a residential estate with larger block sizes and stands of native forest." I put it
to you that "Rural Residential" is exactly what the original planners had in mind which is why

they did not call it "Rural Farming and Residential" and for you to merely state that that was

not their intention does not make it so. As for the soils in this area, they are notoriously not
farming friendly being a highly acidic mix of river sand and sandy loam that requires copious

amounts of fertilizer or years of building up through organic processes to get a satisfactory

result. I know as l've been growing a vegetable garden on our block for years and it is no

easy task in this area. As far as moving farms further west, that option is a good one. I

suggest an area like Gatton would better suit these gardens as the land is already cleared

with the natural habitat already destroyed, the volcanic soils out there are far superior to
the soils here, and it is near the perfect transportation hub of lpswich. Again, you merely
stating that this is not a viable option does not make it so. As for your other factors, access

to infrastructure, labour, and ready access to markets, these are not factors missing in areas

such as Gatton. These specific farms are not labour intensive in terms of creating a lot of
work for locals as they are generally small family affairs. ln addition, the farmers out here
generally do not even live on the properties they farm. They live in suburban Brisbane and

commute out here. This creates the situation where they have no loyalty to the area, care

little for the neighbouring properties, do not engage with the local community they are

affecting, and consider their holdings nothing more than a money spinner.

It is refreshing to hear that you "accept and strongly support regulations" by the Council,



State, and Commonwealth authorities. As for your confidence that Logan Council will take

action against these farms if they are found not to be complying, you may be right. Recently

research by our group has found that a number of farms in this area have been remiss if not

downright sneaky in erecting their steel igloos. They have been found to not have bothered
getting a builders certifier's report as they were bound to do and have thrown up the igloos

anyway. At least one farm nearby has only last week been served with "show cause" by

council's compliance officers in this respect and will probably have to tear their igloos down.

That is the tip of the iceberg and more show cause notices will no doubt be served in the

near future. lt is a pity that it took research and agitation by groups such as ours to bring this

to Council's attention. We do - as you suggest - disagree with the laws regarding these

farms and are taking our concerns to the "appropriate political representatives and

lawmakers" and are not "targeting growers". My personalfeeling is that some of these

farms have been irresponsibly approved by past councils who did not investigate the matter

firmly enough. Specifically I am referring to farms that are far too close to natural catchment

areas and private residences where spray drift becomes an issue. I do believe that these

farms should be shut down and their owners compensated and helped to re-establish in

more suitable areas at council's expense. l'm also a realist and know that this will never

happen. I don't blame the farmers, I blame poor decision making in the past on the part of
the relevant authorities.

I sincerely wish that the farmers in question were members of Growcom so that they could

take advantage of the expertise, regulatory experience, clarification of environmental

legislation and such that your organisation has to offer. I am sure that you do much good

work. lt is an unfortunate fact that many of these localfarmers have felt the need to try to
fly under the radar - as it were - and pull swifties behind Logan Council's back with respect

to violating their own development applications. They have brought heat upon themselves

by their own actions and created an anti-body in the form of grassroots campaigns to rein

them in. I want to make it clear to you that we do not "attack farmers". My personal

campaign is against a handful of intensive farming enterprises in this area that I believe have

created a substantial health and safety issue for neighbouring residents as well as bringing

harm to our waterways by being ill-placed. That is the sum of it. t am not against well-run
farms that have no such impacts as long as their establishment does not entail new clear

felling of native forests. I do not know what your organisation could do to address these

issues if it chose to do so. Probably nothing. The problem seems to be that there are too
many local, state, and Commonwealth regulations that overlap to the extent that the waters

are so legally muddied that local governments don't know which way to turn. I wish you

could have been a fly on the wall when I was visited by two Environmental Compliance

Officers from council sent out to assess the farm nearest us. Not only were they unaware of
the state "Planning Guidelines; Separating Agricultural and Residential Land Uses" (neither

had ever seen a copy and didn't even know it existed) they spent most of the time trying to



convince me that even if we gathered scientific lab reports that definitively proved our

neighbour was being adversely affected by spray drift, it would become a protracted legal

battle that probably could not be won. This does not surprise me as there has been a similar

battle going on for decades in northern NSW with respect to Macadamia plantations tucked

up in the hinterland behind Byron Bay getting aerially sprayed with the drift landing on

nearby schools. lt is a legal minefield - that much I know.

Anyway, I thank you again for your actions in investigating our little local stoush and in

writing me back with your opinions. I appreciate the effort and the personal response. I

remain

Respectfully Vours,

Kim Downs


